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For the purpose of this article, the 
transitional volunteer shall be defined as 
a person who is currently in a state of 
transition, receiving professional counsel
ing, and interested in volunteering. 

This state of transition could be caused 
by a daily living crisis experience such as 
death of a family member; divorce; empty 
nest syndrome; change in, or loss of, job 
or residence; or rehabilitation from drug 
or alcohol abuse. This state of transition 
could also be caused by a chemical or 
biological difficulty. 

The transitional volunteer is currently 
in therapy with a mental health profes
sional, such as a psychiatrist, psycho
logist, social worker or school counselor. 
The understanding and placement of the 
transitional volunteer is a current issue. 
This article will not have all the answers, 
perhaps not even all the questions, but 
it is an issue that must be recognized and 
addr_!;!ssed before it can be resolved. 

In the 1960s the professional volunteer 
administrator saw the concept of the trad
itional volunteer change. People from all 
walks of life united and volunteered for 
common causes. In the 70's the doors lit
erally opened (and widened) for the 
handicapped and disabled volunteers. In 
the 80's we are seeing the deinstitutional
ization of the mentally ill. Today the vol
unteer administrator works with the 
young student, the retired, the blue-col
lar, the corporate, the handicapped, the 
unemployed and the court-referred as 
well as the transitional volunteer. 

The questions addressed here are: 
should the transitional volunteer be chan
nelled in the same manner as other vol
unteers, and are there special needs that 

must be considered when placing the 
transitional volunteer? 

This article will explore the viewpoints 
of the transitional volunteer, the mental
health professional and the volunteer ad
ministrator regarding volunteering. 

THE THERAPIST 
Today many mental health profession

als recommend volunteering to their 
clients (the transitional volunteer). The 
therapist sees volunteering as a vehicle 
to help clients develop and build an infor
mal social network. More and more 
studies and reports are documenting the 
fact that people's physical and mental 
health can be improved when there is a 
positive change in their social interaction. 
Often the therapist sees volunteering as 
a natural way to rehabilitate the client, 
an informal way to ease the client into 
the community. 

Many therapists consider volunteering 
a non-threatening, no pressure, no stress 
setting. By placing a client in a volunteer 
position, therapists are optimistic that 
good habits (such as structure, routine 
and scheduling) will return or perhaps be 
found. Therapists will recommend volun
teering to improve the client's self-image 
and social skills to lead to the ability to 
fully function in an adult lifestyle and 
have maximum participation in the com
munity. The therapist also considers vol
unteering a step toward paid employ
ment. 

In reality some of this, of course, is true. 
Volunteer experience, done correctly, can 
be a step toward paid employment. 

Depending on the volunteer position 
and the particular volunteer, the client's 
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self-confidence and self-image can im
prove. It is also possible that by helping 
and interacting with others there could 
be a noticeable improvement in the so
cial skills of the client. 

Employment, self-image and social 
skills are areas the client could improve 
by volunteering, but only if the client and 
the volunteer situation are appropriate 
to each other. 

The therapist's view that volunteering 
is an informal and natural means to ease 
the client into the community is not accu
rate. There is nothing informal about a 
good volunteer program. It is as struc
tured with job descriptions, interviewing, 
training and evaluation procedures as is 
any other department within an organiza
tion. A paid employee is not eased into 
a position, but is professionally oriented 
and trained, as should be the volunteer. 
Volunteering is a job, and all jobs come 
with a certain amount of stress and pres
sure. Volunteering is no exception. To ex
pect a client to be placed in a volunteer 
position with no pressure is unrealistic; 
however, low pressure is possible. 

The client, the potential transitional 
volunteer, may have a variety of reasons 
for seeking information on volunteering. 
The client may volunteer to please the 
therapist or may be fearful or resentful 
that volunteering was suggested but feels 
compelled to follow the recommendation 
of the therapist. The client may have un
realistically high expectations, thinking 
volunteering will be the means to solve 
the personal problems. 

THE TRANSITIONAL VOLUNTEER 
One of the characteristics of transitional 

volunteers is tha·t, as a result of their per
ception of past failure experiences, they 
are very unsure of themselves. This self
consciousness can cause strong assertive
ness. The volunteer may ask many, many 
detailed questions to make sure he or 
she gets the job done right, or may ask 
no questions, afraid he or she is not intel
ligent or capable enough to do the job. 
The transitional volunteer has a low toler
ance to stress and frustrates easily, is very 
sensitive and will quickly recognize a pa
tronizing attitude. Because of such timid
ity and fears, a transitional volunteer may 
sit in a near fetal position. This volunteer 

has a difficult time making decisions and 
commitments, dealing with changes and 
schedules. Stress can occur just by mak
ing an interviewing commitment to be at a 
certain place at a certain time on a certain 
day. The transitional volunteer can be 
temporarily mentally stressed or chroni
cally mentally ill. 

The temporarily stressed usually func
tion at a higher level and are diagnosed 
"temporary" because of a life change, 
such as death or divorce. This situational 
change triggers an emotional problem 
causing the person to over-react. The 
client functions normally most of the time. 

The lower-functioning client is one who 
is diagnosed as long-term or chronically 
mentally ill. These are bright, sensitive 
people whose performances may vary ac
cording to the amount of stress they are 
under. Because such clients have had 
fewer success experiences, they expect 
to fail. They can also be uncomfortable 
around people and less trustful of the 
world because they have fewer satisfying 
relationships. 

Both the higher and lower functioning 
client can be a productive volunteer. 

It is necessary for the volunteer ad
ministrator to balance the current system 
with the innovative and creative to ensure 
proper placement of the transitional vol
unteer. 

PLACING THE TRANSITIONAL 
VOLUNTEER 

The volunteer administrator's first step 
in working with a transitional volunteer is 
to determine why the client wants to vol
unteer. The right to refuse the applicant 
belongs to the volunteer administrator. If 
the motive of a person is to appease the 
therapist or is otherwise unacceptable, or 
if it is doubtful the potential volunteer 
will fit into the existing structure, for the 
integrity of the volunteer program, the ad
ministrator must refuse the applicant and 
refer him or her elsewhere. 

Placement of the transitional volunteer 
will depend on each applicant's 
capabilities. The lower-functioning volun
teer will do well in a short-term, one-step, 
one-time project. Complicated tasks can 
be broken down into one or more steps. 
For example, in a large bulk mailing, stuf
fing, addressing, postage and sorting 
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could each be a separate job. All en
velopes would be addressed, then all en
velopes would be stamped, etc. 

The higher-functioning volunteer 
should first be placed in a position with 
little or no responsibility. It is best to 
teach one task at a time, allow mastery 
and add the others one at a time. An 
example of this would be to train the re
ceptionist volunteer in telephone proce
dures. Once she or he felt secure on this, 
begin training on the filing system. It is 
important to let the volunteer progress 
at an individual own pace, if possible. The 
higher functioning volunteer can make 
and keep a weekly volunteer assignment. 

All volunteers need encouraging, but 
both the lower and higher functioning 
transitional volunteer need extra support 
and encouragement. 

The volunteer administrator should go 
over the job description with the volun
teer in a slow and precise manner, and 
the volunteer should be given a copy of 
the job description to take home. Place
ment should be in an area in which the 
volunteer is naturally good, with the reas
surance he or she will do well. The volun
teer should know where and whom to go 
to if there is a problem. Written evalua
tions (copy given to the volunteer) should 
be given regularly and explained ver
bally. The volunteer's specific behavior 
should be compared to the duties on the 
job description. The evaluation should in
clude the positive, with constructive criti
cism confined to only one area at a time. 

The amount of interaction among the 
transitional volunteer, the therapist and 
volunteer administrator is an issue not yet 
resolved. For example, should the volun
teer bring a list of specific goals and a 
confidential release form when interview
ing for a volunteer assignment? Is it the 
responsibility of the volunteer adminis
trator to notify the therapist if there is a 
behavioral change in the volunteer? 
Should the therapist and volunteer ad
ministrator work closely together to help 
the volunteer achieve specific goals? Who 
(and how) will inform the therapist on the 
principles of volunteer programs? Who 
(and how) will educate the volunteer ad
ministrator on the behavioral patterns of 
the mentally ill? Do we need forms (re
lease, acceptance, goals, etc.) for this? 
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We do not yet have all the answers. We 
do know that when the therapist and vol
unteer administrator work together to 
help the client achieve specific goals, the 
result is a better and productive commu
nity member and successful volunteer. 


